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Kallah Bereishit, Francine Mitchell
My mum is from Manchester, my dad was South African but both had roots in Russia. I grew up in a traditional orthodox
family in Johannesburg, one of three children. I’m really grateful for social media as my as my brother, sister and mom
live in New Zealand and Australia.
In 1989 I fled the nest and worked for a year as an au pair in New York. This opened my eyes to the big wide world and
confirmed that my passion was to work with children. I went backpacking with my fiancé at the time, exploring Europe
and its wonders … until we ran out of money in Italy and had to come to Manchester to work for ten months. Feeling
settled, we decided to go back home, get married and start a family.
My life and priorities changed in 1992 when my eldest son Rowan was born. In 1993, we left South Africa for a better life
and took the leap and immigrated to the UK. I was in the middle of an International Qualification in Psychology and Child
Development which I completed in the UK. My second son, Aron, was born in 1998. Once the boys started school, I
got a term-time job at a local high school, working my way up from Teaching Assistant, Cover Teacher, Year 11 Learning
Mentor and now being a Head of Year for 320 students and 12 form tutors. My main strength is working with the more
challenging/ vulnerable students and their families in our community.
I joined Menorah in 1997 and quickly 'got involved'. As a trainer and volunteer first-aider for St John Ambulance, I set up
Menorah’s first aid system. I am pleased to say that we now have an AED machine and a few more qualified first-aiders.
I joined the social committee in the early 2000s. We have hosted some interesting events that are inclusive to all ages
and not only have we raised valuable funds for the shul but more importantly, we have brought the community together.
I have had the pleasure of being on Menorah's Board of Directors for over ten years, being very involved with the youth
and Cheder classes as well as being the Bar/Bat Mitzvah co-ordinator, again for over 10 years. I thoroughly enjoyed
working with families and getting to know them. I was approached to join the team as a Marriage Secretary and have
had the honour of witnessing some beautiful weddings.
Mark and I met at a local drama and operatic society, where we both performed in numerous plays and musicals. We
quickly became close friends and spent many hours laughing and acting daft. 2013 was an exciting year as I completed
a BA Honours degree in Child and Youth Development and also married under the Menorah Chuppah, my soul mate,
Mark. Between us, we have been blessed with four gorgeous grandchildren and love spending time with them when we
can. Our children have all grown up to be loving, independent young people and we are very proud of them all. Mark and
I have travelled to many beautiful countries as well as local places and have experienced life to the full by doing a few
extreme activities such as abseiling down the Tower of London and zip wiring.
Mark and I have made some truly wonderful and loyal friends whom we value so much. Menorah isn’t just our community
- it's also our family. We are so honoured to be given this Mitzvah and it was the last thing we expected. We love doing
our bit for the community and will continue to do so for as long as we can.

Chatan Bereishit, Mark Mitchell
Born in Bramhall in 1947, my early years were exceedingly happy and relaxed despite my Father, ill with TB, spending
my first five years in a sanatorium. I was educated at Pownall Green Primary school, Bramhall and Kings School,
Macclesfield.
In 1964 I left school and joined District Bank in Poynton, now part of Nat West. After many moves with the bank both
locally and further afield I ended up in the Foreign department on Fleet Street, London. Never really enjoying the banking
life I eventually found the courage to resign in 1980 and return to Bramhall where after various jobs I started working for
myself as a painter and decorator, the job I am still doing today.
I have two children from my previous marriage and three gorgeous grandchildren, Lucas, Zachary and Poppy; I also
have an equal share of Francine’s granddaughter Libbie!
Brought up in Bramhall Parish Church, in 1956 I joined Rev. Bertram Barnaby’s newly-formed Boys’ choir which led to
many happy years of singing twice each Sunday at 9.30 Eucharist and 6.30 evensong plus hundreds of weddings for
which we were paid half a crown - a small fortune in those days! My singing continues now as a member of the Menorah
choir, but alas no half crowns!
I met Francine in 1999 when we were in the cast of the Mikado at the Brookdale Operatic Society. Having a similar sense
of humour we soon became close friends and spent many a rehearsal being reprimanded for being silly! Over the years
we performed in several musicals together and during that time realised that our friendship was developing into a more
serious relationship.
Initially attending Menorah to accompany Francine and the boys, Rowan and Aron, I felt so at home that in 2002 I
became a Friend of Menorah and, in 2010, a full member. I feel totally at home in the Menorah community and try to do
what I can to give something back. I joined the Board in 2016, cover security for the Film Club and other occasions, help
with the MAD scenery, am on the Social committee and always try to help out whenever possible.

It is a totally unexpected and huge honour for Francine and me to be chosen for this Mitzvah; now we need to polish up
our Hebrew reading!
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EDITORIAL

Another fascinating and thought-provoking edition of
Shofar with over 40 contributors and articles, literally
(perhaps I should watch my language! - see page 20)
from across the world: mouth-watering Bulgarian salads,
Seder nights in Tazmania and Rosh Hashanah in Iran.
It is always of great interest to read about how Jewish
traditions have developed and the customs across the
world. Going to a shul in another country and hearing
familiar tunes and sometimes being able to join in, while
not being fluent in the laungage, is a thrill and makes you
appreciate the international nature of the Jewish family.
If you have a 'Jewish experience' on your travels abroad
(or even in the UK) please do consider writing it up for
Shofar.
There's an impressive breadth of topics in this edition
- as well as reports and updates of our many events
and groups, our Board members have written short pen
pictures of themselves (you can find the longer versions
on the Menorah website).
We have humourous articles in Barmitzvah Boy and
Watch Your Language, we have a little politics following
the visit of local MP Mike Kane, some outreach and an
update on the Community Organiser. We also cover
mental health, wellbeing and teshuvah - these last seem
timely and if it is these that grab you, then you may also
be interested in the Shabbat Study Circle at 1pm on the
8 September: Leading up to the High Holy Days, where
does the buck stop?
Shofar has always sought to strike a balance between
being a journal of record and a ‘good read’. Regular

features,
detailing
the very active life of
the Menorah family,
sit happily alongside
serious – and some
not so serious –
contributions on a
wide range of subjects.
All the articles that
appear between the
magazine’s
covers
have, however, one
thing in common: they
are all produced by
volunteers. And this
is where you come in.
Yes, you!
Our
community
is
inclusive
and
welcoming. So, as your
editors, are we! And, to paraphrase Lord Kitchener, your
Shofar needs you! It is, above all, your magazine and we
welcome reports, reviews of community events, ‘think’
pieces, short pieces of fiction – even jokes!
So, we offer a bedrock comprising the factual, nuts and
bolts of the life of your community, leavened with items
that may make you smile, think or even move you to
anger, for Menorah is a broad ch … synagogue. And
if Kitchener’s plea leaves you unmoved, maybe JFK’s
equally famous challenge, suitably adapted, may stir you
to reach for your keyboard: ‘Ask not what Shofar can
offer you, but what you can offer to Shofar!’
HOWARD, PAUL, BEN AND DAVID

Copy date for the next edition 18 October for distribution on 21 November
Don’t wait for the deadline to send in your contributions! Email to: shofar@menorah.org.uk
All articles and opinions expressed in Shofar are those of the contributor, and publication of them does not imply endorsement
of them by the Synagogue or its Board of Directors. All articles are copyright Shofar.
Editorial: Ben Colman, Howard Barlow, David Mort and Paul B Cohen.

Cover: Francine Mather and Mark Mitchell, at home

Photograph by Howard Barlow

Menorah Synagogue is a constituent of the
Movement for Reform Judaism
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From our new Chair
David Rabin

Some congregants will remember when I was Chair
about twenty-five years ago, when Michael Hilton was
our rabbi and we were in the old shul. At that time I was
working full-time but gave the job my best shot. Now,
I’m retired and I hope I can do an even better job this
time. Things are very different today. We have a new
shul, although not so new as it’s about ten years old.
We have computers and, of course, emails. How did we
cope without them all that time ago?
I am always amazed at the number and quality of
activities going on in our shul on a daily basis. We
have school visits, police Judaic training visits, MAD
productions, choir rehearsals, Act II, ARK, the Access
course, film club, adult education, cheder, Social
Committee events, outreach, etc. I could go on and hope
I’ve not upset anyone I may have inadvertently left off the
list. No matter what we do, we still need more volunteers.
On the Board we have a number of new Directors, each
with a particular portfolio. If you feel that you, too, could
help, without being on the Board, please don’t wait to be
asked. Ring or email me and I can hook you up with the
right person. If everyone volunteered for something, even
just once a year, it would make a tremendous difference.
All Jewish communities in the UK comprise an aging
population which means that they are shrinking, except for
Charedi. There is a greater number of older congregants

than younger ones
with
families.
In
years to come, our
congregations may
go
into
decline.
This is not limited
to synagogues, as
churches are also
noticing the same
phenomenon and the
Church of England
is combining nearby
smaller
parishes
under one vicar and,
frequently,
selling
off unused empty
churches. Menorah
does not have the
benefit of combining
with a nearby shul
so your Board is seeking other options. If you have any
thoughts on this, please do let me know.
Finally, after a long, hot, wonderful summer, which British
people cry out for, and then long for cooler weather and
rain, we come to the High Holy Days. They seem to race
towards us faster every year, or is that just me? Planning
for the festivals is now well under way.
Your Board, my family and I wish you all a l’shana tova
and well over the fast.
DAVID

Meet your Menorah Board

Menorah's Board, elected at the Annual General Meeting in June, are united by the belief in the importance and
value of our community. Below and continuing on pages 6 and 7, are brief introductions to your Board. Some may
be familiar faces, some new faces. Find our more by registering on the Menorah website - www.menorah.org.uk
If you would like to contribute in some way (with your time, suggestions, support etc.), get in touch.

ANN
ANGEL

Outreach programme. I still coordinate the Access course and
support adult Hebrew classes.

I first became
part
of
Menorah
at
the age of
13, when my
friends
and
I founded a
youth group.
I even sat on the Council – as it
was called back then - as the youth
representative.

I currently hold portfolios for Adult
Education and Interfaith issues.

I returned to Menorah in 1994 with
husband Paul and children Ilan and
Yuval. I supported youth activities
and leaders and helped launch
the Kehilla weekend and Schools

Please get in touch if you are
interested in learning, supporting
activities or introducing new ideas…
or for a chat over a cup of tea.
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I am a professional Jewish educator
and worked for Leo Baeck College.
I have taught children and young
adults in Jerusalem, Haifa and
Manchester and now run specialist
workshops on Judaism and diversity
in schools. I enjoy wild swimming summertime only!

JANE
BLANK
I have been
attending
Menorah for
over 25 years
and
being
there with my
friends it has
become
an
integral part of my life. I was born
and brought up in the Manchester
area.
I was married at Menorah to my dear
husband Michael who sadly died in
2015. I am a Health and Social Care
Consultant specialising in the work of
continued P6
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From the Rabbi
וְאַל תאֲִִמין בְעַצְמְרעַד יום מותְך,הִלֵל אוׁמֵר אַלּ תפְרש מִן הַצִבּור
“Hillel says:
Do not separate yourself from the community. Do not believe in yourself
until the day of your death.”
(Pirkei Avot 2:4)
As we come together in community to celebrate the
High Holy Days, we are reminded that a cornerstone
of our Jewish existence has always been being a part
of something bigger than just ourselves. The gathered
community offers a visual as well as a spiritual glimpse
of our rich diversity, shared identity, and strength. In
Judaism, the importance of community is an indisputable
concept that transcends political views and opinions.
Community unites us with a sense of joint responsibility
and a shared destiny. Unity and diversity are a sign of a
powerful vitality that is celebrated as the basis of a strong
Jewish community. As an extended family, our Jewish
community transcends ethnicity and embraces all ages,
marital status, socio-economic circumstances, and a
wide range of opinions.
At this season of coming together, we gather to start
a very personal process of introspection. This process
known as cheshbon ha-nefesh, is the self-searching
and self-evaluation leading to transformation. Cheshbon
ha-nefesh calls on each of us to examine our behaviour
and its impact on ourselves, others, the community and
beyond. It also calls on us to evaluate and reaffirm our
covenant, our commitment to each other and community
in order to bring about a good new year.
At the same time, happening all around our society
and influencing every aspect of our living is a difficultto-ignore, disruptive and growing tendency towards
fragmentation. I am referring primarily to the self-inflicted
process of segregation and polarization based on opinion
and political views which is often aggravated by social
media. Today, an increasing number of us tend to spend
more time than ever confined to circles that validate only
our preconceived views and ideas.

Furthermore, it
poses the real
danger that we
undermine
a
central pillar of
our collective
existence
and
create
unbridgeable
gaps between
individuals and
community
as
well
as
between individuals within our community
As I see it, this negative trend is unworthy of a vibrant
Jewish community. While it is indeed rewarding to
associate oneself with other like-minded individuals,
in Judaism, this includes having our views challenged
and stimulated through respectful discussion, healthy
argumentation and listening to each other with an open
mind.
Judaism believes that all people are created in the divine
image, possessing the ability to return to an innate
good nature implanted in us all. The great sage Hillel
warns us against becoming exceedingly self-assured
and entrenched in our views lest we separate from each
other and negate the divine image in others.
During this unique time of year, as we reacquaint
ourselves with old and new friends, may we help bring
about in each other the best qualities of character. May
our introspection set the tone for positivity and harmony
for a good, peaceful, happy and prosperous new year.

L’shanah Tovah!

Segmentation and isolation deprive community of the
healthy exchange of having our views challenged.

Rabbi Fabian

Menorah Arts ’n Drama
are pleased to present the stage version of the classic
‘Ealing' comedy
“The Lady Killers’
11, 12, 13 and 15 December
Look out for Shavuon or shul noticeboards for when
tickets go on sale
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the Court of Protection and I am also engaged by several
Manchester law firms. I undertake voluntary work with a
host of Jewish organisations of all types. Over the years I
have been involved in a range of shul activities and have
met and volunteered alongside some wonderful people
who have inspired and supported me along the way. In
2018 I decided to give something back in a more formal
way by joining the Board.
I am often found at Menorah, usually with a pot of tea in
hand – please come up and say hello.

EMILY CARP
I have been a member of Menorah
since 12 years old, and celebrated
my own, my sister's, and (most
recently) my mum's Bat Mitzvahs
with the community.
In 2014, I completed a BA in Middle
Eastern Studies at The University of
Manchester.
Apart from a year living in Israel, I have been a constant
member of the Menorah choir since 2006 (I started
singing in choirs directed by Ruti at age seven, as a
North Cheshire alum).
I have also taught at cheder for many years, particularly
enjoying working with Bnei Mitzvah students as they
prepare for their celebrations. I now also volunteer with
Adult Education as a Hebrew teacher.
I am particularly enthusiastic about working with young
people in the community, and with other young adults in
the progressive Jewish community both in Manchester
and further afield.

ROBERT CLINE

of the community.

I joined Menorah in 2014 and
was elected to the Board in
2015. In addition to my general
responsibilities as a Board
member, I assist the Rabbi in
relation to the Ritual & Practices
Sub-Committee and administer
the wardens’ rota, all of which I’m
happy to discuss with any member

Having originally been brought up in a modern orthodox
context, as only Mancunians know how, I have
rediscovered my connection with Jewish life at Menorah
alongside my wife, Sarah, who converted through the
Menorah Access Course.
Although some might insist that my profession as a
barrister makes me just a little more outspoken than
many, I do hope that members will give me feedback,
comments and suggestions (be they good, bad or
indifferent) that we can build upon, rather than ploughing
my own furrow.
Menorah is a community for everyone and that, to me,
means trying to accommodate as many views and ideas
6

as possible. Please feel free to e-mail me at robcline@
menorah.org.uk if you want to discuss or suggest
anything (preferably related to Menorah!)

DAVID COTTON
I arrived in Manchester in the
summer of 1960 (at the age of
22) for what was supposed to be
a six-month working assignment.
As a product of the West London
synagogue, I naturally sought
out Jackson’s Row, and plunged
immediately into the (mainly
social) activities, even in those
days so typical of the Reform movement.
Having joined Menorah in the “Old Fire Station” era, I
first served on Council and was part of the selection
group responsible for the appointment of Brian Fox. After
a gap of many years, I re-joined as a Director in 2013,
principally to represent the Choir at Board level, and I
have also taken on responsibility for liaison with new and
joining members.

SIMON JACOBS
I was brought up at Manchester
Reform Synagogue (Jackson’s
Row) and can claim an early
leadership role, being chairman
of the youth club there. I am a
fourth-generation Reform Jew my great-grandfather Isaac Asher
Isaacs was the secretary of the
Manchester
Congregation
of
British Jews (now Jackson’s Row) over 130 years ago!
My parents were founder members of Menorah, so I
remember services at the Friends Meeting House, the
‘fire station’ and the previous building on the current site.
I left Manchester to go to university and only returned 40
years later!
I work in human resources as an interim manager,
sometimes working for weeks or months away from
home.
I have been a Board member for Maidenhead Synagogue
and the Jewish Joint Burial Society and I currently advise
the Board on human resource matters and play a vocal
role at Board meetings!
I am married to Lorna and have one daughter, Zoë.

LAWRENCE
KERSHAW
I was born in Manchester and have
been a member of the Reform
community since I was seven years
old. I celebrated my Barmitzvah
at Jackson’s Row, qualified as a
Chartered Accountant at 21 and
have been in professional practice
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ever since. I am married to Janet and have two adult
daughters, Suzie and Lisa.
I rejoined the board, after a two-year rest, having served
for over 10 years previously, six years as Hon Treasurer.
I am a keen sports fan (especially football and Man City)
and enjoy travel and puzzles.

ROBERT KLETZ
I have lived in the North-West
since the 1980s and our family
joined Menorah in 2002, when
our children were just starting
Cheder. I joined the Board in
2011 and for the first seven years
I was responsible for synagogue
security. In 2018 I took on a
new portfolio coordinating all
volunteering effort in the synagogue. A lot of synagogue
members are happy to help out with various activities but
do not necessarily know whom to approach. At the same
time a lot of the activity organisers need help but do not
necessarily know whom to approach. I am the middleman and a point of contact for everybody.

CATHY KNOWLES
I have been a member of Menorah
for over 25 years, during which
I have run Kehilla weekend; led
Israeli dance classes; chaired the
Russian twinning group; tutored
Hebrew speaking; and been
marriage secretary.
Outside Menorah, I served on the
board of Reform Judaism, helped run Jewish mindfulness
retreats and I am very active in Limmud.
I was born in Manhattan, grew up in Los Angeles, and
moved to Manchester in 1991. I have always been
Reform, and spent eight wonderful years in the Habonim
youth movement – long summer camps around North
America and a gap year on Kibbutz. I also lived in
Jerusalem for three years. I was a software engineer and
I am now happily retired, with a son, Vince, who lives in
London. I love the warmth and diversity of Menorah and
the range and quality of religious, social and cultural
events of this special community.

ALEX MASIDLOVER
I joined Menorah over 15 years
ago and have been on the security
team for most of that time. I took
over as security director in 2018.
I have taught at cheder and spent
a number of years teaching adults
Hebrew, as part of the adult
education programme.
I grew up near Nottingham and
attended Nottingham Liberal Synagogue. I moved to
Manchester to attend UMIST and stayed to start my own
7

software development business. I am married to Jenny
and we have two primary-school-age boys; Ben and
Reuben.
Outside of Menorah, I fill my remaining time by doing
some running, swimming and cycling and assisting with
Gatley’s community events.

MARK MITCHELL
I was born in Bramhall many
years ago and apart from five
years working in London during
my banking career, I have never
strayed far from my roots. I now
live in Hazel Grove with my wife
Francine, Aron my youngest stepson and our two dogs. I have two
children from my first marriage,
two step-children of Francine’s, and four grandchildren. I
joined Menorah as a friend early in 2000 when I first
met Francine and became a full member in 2010. I am
a member of the choir and am on the social committee.
Despite still working full-time as a decorator I try to
get involved as much as possible with our Menorah
Community where we have made many true friends.

ADAM ORMROD
It was quite a surprise to be asked
to be Honorary Treasurer for the
Menorah Community. Firstly, I
would like to thank my predecessor,
Robert Shields, who has done and
still does an immense amount of
work behind the scenes on behalf
of the Menorah community. My
aim together with the finance
committee is to build on this success during my tenure.
In truth, however, the success of Menorah is down to
its congregants who provide such a vibrant and varied
platform for Jewish study and culture to be explored and
exhibited. I urge all to attend and support such events
when and however they can. The money is the easy bit!!!

DAVID RABIN
I was born a true Cockney, but
grew up in Canada. I returned to
the UK in 1967 to study Optometry
at UMIST, where I met my future
wife, and so stayed in the UK. I
spent forty years as an optometrist
and at the same time studied for
my M.B.Sc. We joined Menorah in
1978 on moving to Manchester. I
joined the synagogue Council in 1980 and apart from
having a couple of years off, I have been on the Board
ever since. My wife and I began the cheder PTA/Social
Committee in 1981 and I was synagogue Chair in the
early nineties. I retired from work in 2009 and now have
time to enjoy children and grandchildren and being Chair
of the synagogue again.
continued P8
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REUBEN SAFFER

IAN WEINSTOCK

I was born and brought up in
Hackney, London and moved to
Manchester in 1979 when my
wife Judith began her social work
studies.

Black coffee drinker, digital
technology consultant, passionate
about cars and husband to Jenny
and parent to Mitten and Robbin
(cats), I can usually be found in
Menorah, most Erev Shabbatim.

I joined Menorah in 1987 when
our eldest daughter was five and
all three children had their bar and
bat mitzvahs at Menorah. I joined
the Board eight years ago and worked with the team
which developed the new synagogue building.
My profession was as a building project manager with
housing associations and other charitable bodies and I
ran my own practice until December 2014. I still continue
with a number of small assignments, some of a voluntary
nature.

I am very honoured to have been
considered and elected to the role
of portfolio IT director. Through
the guidance and mentorship of Robert Shields, the
dedication of the team at Menorah and the Board’s
support, we will be sure to continue empowering the
Shul and its members with the right tools, support and
technology, moving forward.

Menorah is a thriving Jewish community offering a varied
range of activities which is why we enjoy being part of it.

Menorah’s Community Organiser and You

Andrew Pal

AGM. Annual General Meeting. What do those words
suggest to you? If you’re like most people who are
involved in voluntary organisations, then probably a
heartfelt groan. Reports from the chair and treasurer
and others, ‘election’ of officers (almost always without
a contest), a few questions and then a cup of tea and
home. Well this year’s Menorah AGM in June was
different. Yes, we had the usual formalities but in addition
there was a heated and lengthy debate about whether
we should recruit and appoint a salaried Community
Organiser, once funds have been raised to cover at least
the first two years of an appointment.
A vote was taken and with 62 in favour and 42 against,
the resolution was approved.

What is a Community Organiser
(CO)?
This is an established role in community organisations
around the world, whether in churches, synagogues or
neighbourhoods - Barack Obama after leaving Harvard
and before starting his political career worked as a CO in
downtown Chicago. At its heart, the role of the CO is to

Community Organisers reach out
and listen, connect and motivate
people to build their collective power
help the community discover what it needs and then to
work with members to create a strong sense of belonging
and involvement to get those needs met. Of course, she
or he must also be a brilliant collaborator and have a
8

strong focus on getting things done. Success depends
on an active membership with a strong volunteering
ethic.

Why does Menorah need a CO?
We tell ourselves and others that we are a vibrant and
welcoming community. The pages of this journal year
by year attest to that. But it is now apparent that, with
several notable exceptions, most of the volunteering is
done by people in their 60s and 70s. Not only that, but
most of the participation in Menorah events is by people
in that same age bracket. Of course, we have some
glorious simchas – bnei mitzvot, aufrufs and the like –
but come to an ‘ordinary’ Shabbat service and there are
not many of us there.
Relying on people in their 60s and 70s
is not sustainable.
At the same time, we know that society at large is more
alienating and lonely. Time and again we are told that
actively belonging to a faith community is good for
your mental and physical well-being. If a doctor could
prescribe a social cure, Menorah could well be the
treatment of choice.
Menorah Futures (MF), which has been so admirably led
by Baron Frankal over the past two years, has begun
to identify some practical changes that we can pursue
as a community. For example, I worked with a group
on ‘Doing Jewish’ and that has now merged with the
long established Ritual and Practices Committee and
is bringing in fresh thinking. Our hope is to make our
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services more attractive to those who don’t currently
come often.

who wanted to start their career with a major community
building challenge.

The most important work group in MF, however, is centred
on Leadership. Put simply, how do we get more of the
rising generations to want to get involved, to volunteer
and to lead? Of course, there are no simple answers to
this question. However, the Leadership Group identified
that the appointment of a CO is our single best option
for getting an answer. The CO would work with all of us
- the rabbi and the office, the chair and the Board, and
the community as a whole on initiatives which ensure
Menorah prospers far into the future.

Fundraising. We have committed at the AGM that
recruitment will not begin until the role can be properly
funded. We will not be relying on Menorah’s current
income to fund the role. The hope is that through
increasing membership and other income the CO would
become self-funding after a few years. Richard Caulfield,
who has experience in fundraising, is developing a plan
to obtain external grants to raise much of the £100 000
that is needed to move to the next stage - recruitment.
There are no plans for recruitment until funds have been
raised.

What next?
Some of you may know that Baron Frankal has been
lured away from us, at least for a while, to pursue a
great opportunity overseas in the airline industry. He has
provided superb and unstinting leadership to Menorah
Futures. Thank you and best wishes, Baron, from all of
us.
Alan Dean, a long-time Menorah member, is taking
over from Baron with oversight and co-ordination of the
MF Leadership group and in particular the Community
Organiser.
The CO project will have three work streams.
Community Organiser Role Description. There is no
standard CO role description and we want to develop one
that fits Menorah’s needs. Questions such as what are the
accountabilities, the links with other roles and measures
of success have to be answered. Emma Caulfield will be
leading a team to do this. She will be looking at examples
of good practice elsewhere. The role would be ideal for a
newly qualified rabbi with demonstrable organising skills
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Communications. Currently there is a small group
of people who are excited by the possibilities that
a Community Organiser might create for Menorah.
However, many - maybe most - members will have
legitimate concerns about the vagueness of this project.
That is understandable and was evident at the AGM. To
make the role happen and then to be a success requires
planning, communication and discussion. Working with
the new Board is a priority and that is underway.
I have volunteered to lead the Communications
workstream. I envisage using Shofar and social media.
But more importantly I hope that we will have face-toface meetings where people – especially from the rising
generations – can get involved in creating a collective
sense of ownership giving our Community Organiser,
when we get her or him , the very best chance of success.

And You?
If you want to know more or, even better, if you want to
get involved please email co@menorah.org.uk

SHOFAR Tishri to Kislev 5779

Pesach Down Under

Mark Briegel

one orthodox and one progressive.
This reminded me of the old joke
about the Jewish man marooned on
a desert island who built two Shuls,
so that there was one he didn’t
have to go to, Trying to remove
from my mind the mental picture of
frummers with massive fur hats with
corks, I immediately contacted the
progressive congregation who kindly
invited us to join them for their Seder
in the Shul on the first night.

At the back end of 2017, my wife
Clare (who works in sport) suggested
that I might like to carry her bags
to the Commonwealth Games in
Australia in April 2018, and I thought
that sounded like just the sort of thing
a devoted husband would volunteer
for. We also thought that we’d tack
on a few days’ holiday before the
Games started and visit our very old
friends who live in Hobart, Tasmania.
So far so good, until my Mother
mentioned in passing: “Who’s doing
Seder this year?” (By way of aside,
now that I am over 50, I am deemed
grown-up enough to hold my own
Seder.) I checked dates and, sure
enough, we’d be in Tasmania for
Seder night. So, Mother and grownup children were instructed to sort
themselves out and I hit Google.
There were two Jewish congregations
in Hobart (Jewish population 89) –

We were staying with our dear friend
Lindsay, who’s not Jewish but who
did work for Marks & Spencer for
many years and therefore thinks she
is, so she came with us! I scoured
the local supermarkets for suitable
ingredients, swept Lind’s kitchen
with an emu feather (this bit may
not be true) and knocked up some
macaroons, cinnamon balls and
coconut pyramids, whilst wondering
whether Wallaby is kosher. (It’s not,
in case you were wondering).
Hobart Shul is a spectacular building
dating from 1845 and is, apparently,
the oldest synagogue in the southern
hemisphere. We were made very
welcome by the small but committed
congregation. Although they have no
rabbi they seem to get on very well
on their own and also with the small
number of orthodox neighbours. The
Seder was of course a little different,
but we joined in with the food and
the singing, and it was fabulous to
celebrate Pesach in a new place
with new people, as part of a wider
Jewish community.

I was particularly amused that
we were placed on the “Convicts’
Benches”. Tasmania was originally
a penal colony and there were (who
knew?) Jewish convicts. They were
not allowed in the pews with the posh
people and had to sit separately on
the convicts’ benches. The irony of
this on Pesach, a freedom festival,
did not escape me. I was also
amused by the boards on the walls
around the Shul, which not only
listed who had given donations, but
how much!

The convicts' benches

Australia is a long way away,
Tasmania is a large island off the
bottom of it and Hobart is at the
bottom of Tasmania. It’s pretty
remote, but it is quite beautiful
and is a wonderful little city, with
amazing views, lots of artisan crafts,
foods and drink and some brilliant
museums and galleries. It’s well
worth a visit - and do visit the Shul
whilst you’re there.
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‘Barmitzvah Boy’
a true story
David Mort

In June, the season’s final performance of Act 2: Drama
matters celebrated the work of the late Jack Rosenthal,
whose many plays for television included ‘The Evacuees’
and ‘Barmitzvah Boy’. In the latter, cast against type, I
played the part of a Rabbi-cum-chazan, complete with
tallit and a rather dodgy basso profundo, as I called up
the eponymous youth to the reading of the Torah. This
experience gave me pause for thought, for in the real
world, more than half a century earlier, I had played a
similar role, but in amusingly unusual circumstances.
Mum and dad had been a bit slow off the mark in
arranging with our synagogue which part of the service
I was to prepare for my barmitzvah. Consequently they
were more than a little surprised when they were told
that I would be sharing my big day, not just with one but
with two other boys, and that their families had carved up
the reading of the Maftir and Haftorah between the two
celebrants. The only remaining option was the sedra, the
lengthy ‘Ki Savoh’, the portion of the Torah to be chanted
aloud for the benefit of what was sure to be a packed
congregation on Shabbat, 10 September, 1960.
This prospect, however, didn’t worry me in the least.
Although during my first two years at the now no longer
standing Stand Grammar School in Whitefield, I had
proved to be a total duffer at Maths, Science, and at
almost every other subject in the curriculum, I had started
to show some aptitude for languages. Hebrew presented
no difficulties, despite the words being written back to
front; all I had to do was flick a mental switch, to move
from one code to another.
I could read the siddur, but had little idea of what the
words meant. Mechanical performance appeared to be
regarded by my teachers as the only measure of ability;
whether we could actually understand what we were
reading seemed to be unimportant. This approach to
Jewish education extended to the preparation of each
boy’s Barmitzvah portion. From time to time, just to vary
the diet, the biblical commentaries of Rashi, the twelfthcentury French biblical scholar, were thrust into our
hands. This intellectual pursuit might have made greater
sense had we been familiar with those passages in the
bible which were the subject of his observations.
To add to the excitement, at the start of every week each
of us was presented with a duplicated sheet on which was
printed a long list of words, taken from the current week’s
sedra, with their English translation. From Monday to
Thursday we would spend hours committing the words to
memory. The thrilling climax came at the end of the week
as we formed an eager queue at the teacher’s desk, to
be asked the meaning of a word chosen at random from
the sheet. If you didn’t know the answer, you were ‘out’.
This continued until there was a ‘winner’
11

Quite how this furthered our
religious education was not
immediately obvious.
For us competitive twelveyear-olds it was great
fun to cram our brains with the vocabulary for such
indispensable nuggets of information as burnt offerings
herbs, spices and units of measurement. I didn’t realise
,
it at the time, but it was this mindless rote learning
that marked the beginning of my disenchantment with
Orthodox Judaism. This was reinforced when I asked,
in all seriousness, which option was preferable: for a
Jewish boy to marry a gentile girl and be happy, or for
him to marry a Jewish girl and be unhappy. The response
to my question was a clip round the ear. But I digress: let
me return to drugs.
The months of preparation leading up to my appearance
on the bimah were remarkably stress-free. However
my mum, as Jewish mothers have been known to do,
became increasingly worried about the ability of her only
child to cope with the imagined pressures of the big day
I was not given to displaying anxiety, unless Manchester.
United were a goal behind with only a few minutes of the
game remaining.
Mum, however, despite the absence of any supporting
evidence, convinced herself that I would be overcome
by the occasion. Just before we left the house on the
‘big day’ she extracted a small tube from her handbag.
‘Swallow, this, David,’ she said, handing me a capsule
marked ‘Oblivon’ and a glass of water. ‘It’ll calm your
nerves.’ Not yet having become a rebellious teenager I
did as I was told, before we all set off on the twentyminute walk to Heaton Park synagogue.
At first the contents of the capsule didn’t appear to be
having any effect. However, as we approached our
destination, I felt increasingly relaxed, even chirpy,
showing to my father’s surprise no disgruntlement
at having to miss the match against Leicester City at
Old Trafford that afternoon. I sauntered into shul and
mouthed a breezy ‘Good Shabbos’ to familiar faces as
their owners drifted in. When, with great solemnity, I
was called up to the bimah I bounded up the steps to be
greeted by the chazan. ‘I see that you’re doing my job for
me this shabbos!’ he said with a smile.
The Oblivon had now achieved maximum effect. ‘Yes,
I am‘, I responded with chemically-assisted cheek. ‘So
can I have your wages?’ Unfortunately I can’t recall the
chazan’s response.
© David Mort, 2018
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NO MAGIC WAND

Diane Paul
The message came over loud and clear. ‘Do not walk away from
this if you are a Labour supporter. Do not be silent. Take action.
There is no magic wand to this.’
An Evening with Mike Kane MP, organised by Menorah’s Outreach
Committee and chaired by Ken Singer, attracted an audience of
around 70 people in August. Mike, MP for Wythenshawe and Sale
East, is also Shadow Minister with responsibility for schools. A
devout Catholic, he explained how he combined the two, having
launched Catholics for Labour in the Commons and commented
that they also weren’t currently having an easy time.

Rabbi Fabian asking a question to Mike Kane MP, chaired by
Ken Singer
photo David Mort

Mike outlined his family’s humble beginnings in England as Irish
immigrants and his early interest in Labour politics. He joined the
Labour Party when he was 19, influenced by Wythenshawe MP
Alf Morris and won the Wythenshawe by-election after the death
of MP Paul Goggins in 2014. He talked about his career and his
various campaigns, explaining the work he does supporting his
constituents, 3,000 families with 5,000 children living in poverty
and getting into debt.

He commented how Jewish and Catholic relationships had
changed, so that the two now worked together amicably. ‘Sixty years ago, I would not have been allowed to come to
a synagogue and talk to Jews.’ Mike is a Labour Friend of Israel. He supported the Jewish MPs who were victims of
anti-semitism and stands with the Jewish community in their current concerns.
He reflected on Nehemiah, the Old Testament’s final book, when the walls of Jerusalem needed rebuilding. ‘We have
walls to build in my movement. Never in 30 years did I think we would get into the state we have done this week,’ he
said. ‘We can rebuild the walls and I hope you can help me know some way how in the weeks to come.’
Mike admitted that there had been an influx of older ideologues into the Labour Party, with an obsession about Israel
and Palestine and asked for Jewish Labour voters to join the Jewish Labour Movement, which he wanted to grow.
‘You might want to walk away but power is about relationships and we can take action locally as much as we need to
on the problems we face currently.’
A wide variety of questions came from the audience, provoking more discussion on everything from antisemitism
in the Labour Party, to Brexit; the future of the democratic process; Momentum; comparisons with 1930s Germany;
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the influence of
social media as
a tool for hate;
food banks and
how
Menorah
could continue
helping the local
c o m m u n i t y.
‘Don’t forget your
own power –
organise people
and
money
– food bank
vouchers, debt
counselling.’
M
i
k
e
appreciated the
work Menorah
already
does. L to R: Ken Singer, Mike Kane MP,
photo David Mort
Rabbi
Fabian Eve Davidson
thanked him for
attending
and
for being a builder of bridges, adding that action is the
antidote.

‘We have now built a strong link to our local MP which
will help us in the future when we have concerns, or
want to develop closer relationships with campaigns
and charities in Wythenshawe and beyond’, said Eve
Davidson, Menorah’s Outreach Co-ordinator.

Lost and found...
Would the person who mistakenly
took a light grey waterproof hooded
rain jacket instead of their Damart
jacket on Yom Kippur last year please
return it to the synagogue.

Shofar editions 5779
2018 - 2019
Chanukah edition

Early summer edition

copy deadline 18 October

copy deadline 31 May
2019

distribution 21 November
Pesach edition
copy deadline 1 March
2019
distribution 11 April 2019

distribrution 4 July 20189
Rosh Hashanah 5780
edition
copy deadline 8 August
2019
distribution
19 September 2019

It’s the last Friday of the month...it’s
6:30pm...it's Friday Chavurah supper night!

Here’s your usual Shofar reminder about our monthly Friday night service with a Chavurah supper in congregants’
homes. These are a great opportunity to get together with different members of the shul in a warm and informal
atmosphere, and to share a meal (everyone is asked to bring vegetarian food, sweet or savoury).
Thank you to everyone who has hosted so far and volunteered for the future, including some who are first-timers;
we really appreciate you opening your home for these events.
Here are the upcoming locations for the regular monthly events:
Aug 31st

Jennie and Simon Ferrario, Gatley

Sept 28th

Ann and Paul Fertig, Hale

Oct 26th

Sharon & Gary Copitch, Cheadle

Nov 30th

Anna & David Werner, Bolton

Dec 28th

Laura and Mark Barley, Bowdon

Details are available from the office or email
fridaynights@menorah.org.uk,
We are looking for hosts for 2019 now –
January will be here before we know
the current heat will be a dim and
distant memory! If you would like to
host, or to have a chat about what’s
involved, please use the email
above or phone Sharon Copitch on
0161 374 0428.
13
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WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE! 		

David Mort

A friend of mine informed me recently that he was having trouble with his ‘prostrate’. I replied that I hoped that he
wasn’t going to take it lying down. I feel similarly about the misuse and abuse of the English language.
The following are just a few of my language bêtes noires - if it is still permitted to use such a colourful phrase without
being accused of racism by the politically-correct brigade or becoming subject to a fatwah.

allegedly
This is used frequently – and wrongly
- instead of ‘supposedly’. Take for
example: ‘He allegedly rescued
the child from the blazing building.’
This would imply that such an act of
courage was criminal.

‘also … as well’
This tautology has insinuated itself
into everyday use: ‘There’ll also be
rain in the afternoon,’ the weather
forecaster informs us, before adding
for good measure ‘as well.’ And while
on the subject of the weather, what
about the dimensionally-impossible
‘wall-to-wall sunshine’, which may
be ‘on offer’? Is this also an offer that
we are free to decline as well, too?

award-winning
Nowadays almost every product
or service, if we are to believe the
advertisements, is the recipient
of some award or other. Even in a
society where ‘all must have prizes’,
this strains credibility. What award is
that, then? Please specify.

barista
This is a young person who works
in an establishment that sells
overpriced froth masquerading as
coffee. S/he is not qualified to offer
legal advice or representation. On
reflection, though, given the current
state of graduate unemployment,
perhaps s/he is.

‘bear with me’
During a recent phone conversation
with United Futilities a young woman,
omitting a rather important word,
requested, ‘please bear [bare?] me’.
When I replied, deadpan: ’Madam,
even allowing for the lax moral
standards of today, as we haven’t
even been introduced I could not
possibly remove your clothing.’
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the phone went dead. Such a
pity; I should have welcomed the
opportunity to explain.

get
When a customer asks a ‘barista’
(see above) : ‘Can I get a coffee?’
instead of ‘have’, will it be necessary
for the ‘barista’ to sally forth from
Costbucks to Brazil, Colombia
or Costa Rica in search of the
requisite raw materials? And while
on the subject of coffee, why is it
not possible to ask for, instead of a
‘regular latte’, a ‘small white coffee’ or, if the use of the colour is deemed
racially offensive - ‘a small coffee
with milk’? And on the subject of
cow-juice, has no-one yet worked
out that ‘latte’ is simply the Italian
word for milk?

grab
Tabloid newspapers occasionally
report ‘smash and grab raids’, a term
accurately conveying the sudden,
brief violence of the act. In the
olden days - about fifty years ago –
young men at holiday camps would
be invited to ‘grab a granny’ whom
they would proceed to propel around
the dance floor, presumably without
inflicting injury on the unfortunate
woman. Today, with no suggestion of
violence, we are encouraged to ‘grab
a bargain’ and with the money thus
saved buy, perhaps, a ‘grab-bag’ of
crisps. Why is the English language
becoming increasingly aggressive?
This question is not necessarily
rhetorical; perhaps sociologists can
provide an answer.

incredibly
This everyday example of inflated
language has muscled out from
English its humble but perfectly
serviceable predecessor, ‘very’.
However, ‘incredible’ means that
something cannot be believed, so if
something is ‘incredibly important’ it
might be best to ignore it.

issue
This politically-correct replacement
for ‘problem’ is no doubt an attempt to
add the appearance of respectability
and/or an intellectual dimension to
the matter under discussion. ‘S/he
has issues with the truth’ means,
quite simply, ‘S/he’s a liar’.
iconic As with a number of adjectives
ending in –ic, this word is overused,
but it sounds impressive. Note,
also, ‘epic’, ‘classic’, ‘totemic’ and,
in particular, ‘toxic’. It might be
instructive to ask those who use
such words whether they know what
they mean. Sometimes the term is
pluralised and becomes a noun, for
example …

logistics
This is another pretentious word
intended no doubt to boost the selfesteem of hauliers / removal men.
Recently, while crawling – in my car,
obviously - along the cone-ridden
M6, I saw the following ‘mission
statement’ (ugh!) on the side of
an Eddie Stobart truck: ‘delivering
sustainable
multimodal
logistic
solutions’. Moments later I was
overtaken by the vehicle of a rival
haulage company which declared its
purpose in life as ‘releasing potential
in the supply chain’. Are people paid
to come up with such gobbledegook?

redundant prepositions
Common examples of these are
‘stressed out’, ‘listen up’, ‘hang out’.
In the case of ‘hang out’, the ‘out’ is
sometimes omitted, as in ‘I’m just
gonna hang with my friends’. This
leaves the appealing prospect of
the perpetrator being suspended by
the neck and, with any luck, being
unable thereafter to inflict any further
assaults on the English language.
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standees
This appalling word is to be found
on buses to denote the maximum
number of passengers allowed
to stand in the aisle if no seat is
available. But a problem - sorry,
‘issue’ – arises: if there is a ‘standee’,
ought there not, logically, to be such
a word as a ‘stander’ - after all, the
words ‘payer’ and ‘payee’ are still
in use. And while on the subject
of active and passive, what about
‘attendees’? Are such people on
the receiving end of something?
Are they being attended to, and by
whom? What is being done to them?
I think we should be told.

But still I wonder: had the people
conducting the conversation up to
this point been standing with their
backs to one another?

‘so s/he turns round and
says …’

Journalists, who never knowingly
underplay a story, use this word to
denote anything from a casual chat
to a summit conference. ‘X is in
talks with …’ means, quite simply,

The use of the present tense is,
presumably, for dramatic effect.

sub-optimal
This is a weasel word for
‘unsatisfactory’ or ‘inadequate’, or
whatever more colourful adjective
may come to mind. It is, however,
encouraging to see that Latin,
far from being a so-called ‘dead’
language, still has a contribution to
make.

talks

that someone is having a natter with
someone else.

up to 50% off!
Claims such as this are frequently
made in advertisements. We all love
a bargain, but hold on a minute!
Does not the phrase ‘up to’ mean,
quite simply, that the potential
purchaser is being offered no more
than 50% off? So, according to the
logic of the wording of the advert,
the saving could be as little as 1%!
Not such a bargain when you look at
it that way, is it?
This rant will be continued when
the bee in my bonnet starts to buzz
again.
© David Mort, 2018

Ruby, the Monk and the Neuroscientist
										Diane Paul
‘There’s no question that we humans are flawed
but the power of our minds can change everything.’
Actor, comedian, writer and mindfulness-based cognitive
therapist, Ruby Wax ends her latest book, How To Be
Human: The Manual, on a profound note.
To help with her book, Ruby enlists the ‘very smart’
Ash Ranpura, an American clinical neurologist and
neuroscientist and Gelong Thubten, a monk who she
calls her ‘air freshener’. Gelong teaches mindfulness
at large companies like Google, LinkedIn and Siemens
and to children and medical students. ‘I figured the monk
could explain how our minds work and the neuroscientist
could tell me where it all goes on in the brain,’ she says.
‘At the end of each chapter, I let them out of their cages
to riff.’
This is her third mindfulness book since she got her
Master’s degree from Oxford University. She received
an OBE in 2015 for her services to mental health and
she tours the world with her one-woman shows.
Her first book, Sane New World explains mindfulness
in layman’s terms with exercises in meditation and
living mindfully; A Mindfulness Guide for the Frazzled
targets the stressed and anxious and this one takes a
closer look at evolution, our thoughts and emotions, our
bodies, compassion, relationships, sex, kids, addictions
of various types and the future.
It includes mindfulness exercises and a whole chapter
on forgiveness. Being able to forgive is crucial to our
own peace of mind and to our understanding why people
15

do the things they do instead of harbouring grudges
and seeing ourselves as victims. It opens the door to
achieving compassion for ourselves, for others and the
freedom from anxiety and stress that is so prevalent in
society today.
It is this final chapter that explains how Ruby found her
own forgiveness and peace when she was invited to
participate in BBC TV's Who Do You Think You Are? Her
parents’ lives and escape from Vienna in the 1930s had
never been talked about and she knew nothing about
her relatives or what had happened to them until the TV
crew flew her to Vienna to find out.
‘I could have saved myself a lot of agony by skipping
trips to the therapist and going straight to genealogy,’ she
says. By the end of her revealing trip through Vienna,
Prague, Theresienstadt and Brno in the Czech Republic,
Ruby understands her parents’ behaviour towards her
and the often acrimonious relationship she appears to
have experienced with them.
It’s a poignant and humbling story of enlightenment and
forgiveness. ‘If you can let go of endlessly thinking about
why, what and how things have gone wrong for you
and whose fault it is, then you’ve forgiven. And if you’ve
forgiven, you’re free.’
How To Be Human: The Manual by Ruby Wax, is
published by Penguin Life, price £14.99.
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THE ROSH HASHANAH SEDER
The first time I celebrated Rosh Hashanah in Iran was in 1978. My late husband,
Nemat, and I travelled from Tehran to Shiraz to stay with his family for the
holiday. It was a very happy time with all the family gathered together, preparing
Seders for two evenings.
The Rosh Hashanah Seder is a 2,000 year old custom that is still practised today
by Sephardic Jews. The Seder precedes the festival meal and is based on adding
meaning to the holiday by associating our hopes for the New Year with symbolic
foods, over which there are blessings. These foods vary slightly depending on
whether Jews are from the Middle East, Spain or North Africa. Each blessing
begins with ‘Yehi Ratson’, which means ‘May it be Your Will’, thereby asking for
our hopes to be fulfilled through blessings. Some of the blessings play on words
so are not easy to translate.
The Rosh Hashanah Seder, Persian style, is performed after Kiddush and before
the blessing over bread. Here are the symbolic foods:

Apple and Honey: children’s favourite. The blessing is for a sweet New Year.
Tops of spring onions or leeks: tear apart with your teeth and throw over shoulders. The Hebrew
word for leek is karti, which resembles the Hebrew word yikartu, meaning ‘to cut off’. Therefore
we are asking that evildoers be cut off from harming the Jewish nation.
Courgettes: fried in oil and sprinkled with salt. This symbolizes a public recognition of good deeds
and a ‘ripping up’ of bad ones. ‘Kara’ in Hebrew means courgette, but is also the root for ‘rip’.
Black-eyed peas: cooked in meat stock. The Hebrew for these is ‘rubiyah’, which sounds like the
Hebrew word for increase, ‘yirbu’. This blessing reminds us to remember those who have less by
giving tzedakah.
Lamb’s tongue: This is instead of a sheep’s head (Rosh Kevish) to symbolize the head of the year
and also that the Jews will be at the head (strong) and not at the tail (weak).
Beetroot: my children hated this and would only put the tiniest piece on their plates, although now
as adults they quite like it. The Hebrew word for beet, ‘salka’, sounds like ‘yistalku’, which means
‘to beat a retreat’. So we wish for freedom from those who wish us harm.
Dates: The Hebrew word is ‘tamar’, which is similar to the Hebrew word ‘tam’, meaning ‘to cease’.
The hope is that our enemies will cease to harass us.
Lung: so that our sins will be as light as air. Instead of lung I usually have popcorn, which everyone
likes, especially my grandchildren!
Pomegranates: ‘rimon’. We ask that our merits will be as numerous as the seeds of this fruit,
which symbolize the 613 Mitzvot.
New Fruit: on the second night it is the custom to eat fruit which has just come into season. The
blessing is Shehecheyanu.
Our family has continued these traditions here in the UK,
enjoying many wonderful Seders with Iranian friends
and their extended families. We have Seder blessings
written in Hebrew, Farsi (Persian) and English. This year
I will be celebrating Rosh Hashanah in New York, where
my daughter Michelle lives with her Iranian husband
Oren. In their home we shall have a Seder, which I am
looking forward to preparing with them. The blessing for
a sweet New Year will be even more meaningful this year
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as Michelle and Oren are expecting their first child just
before Rosh Hashanah.
As I will not be singing with all my friends in the choir
at Menorah this Rosh Hashanah, I would like to wish
them and all my Menorah family a New Year filled with
blessings.
Shana Tovah u’Metuka
SHOFAR Tishri to Kislev 5779

PERSIAN STYLE

Frances Ghatan

Menorah Walkers and Menorah Outreach
‘Sweat’ for Peace		 Ken Singer
On a baking hot day in June, eleven of us ascended from
the centre of Edale to Mam Tor, along the Great Ridge to
Lose Hill, down to the Vale of Edale via Backtor Bridge
and then to the pub in Edale to rehydrate - a total of six
miles and 1230 feet of ascent.
This was organised as a sponsored walk in aid of a
teacher-training project being developed by Windows
– Channels for Communication in Israel and the
Palestinian Territories. The aim of the project
is to bring the more-than-twenty years of
experience of dialogue work with Israeli and
Palestinian teenagers to the school environment
and is described in the website dedicated to the
project: www.windowsteachertraining.org

is now closed, but you can still support Windows at
www.windowsforpeaceuk.org/donate
Thank you to all the walkers, and to all those members
of Menorah, and others, who have supported us through
their encouragement and sponsorship.

The eleven enthusiastic walkers formed a
wonderful group, all keen to support Windows,
all wanting to help bring its profoundly valuable
dialogue work into schools at what is an ever
more difficult time to maintain meaningful contact
between the communities.
At the time of writing, donations and sponsorship
are still coming in and, so far, we have raised
close to £2,500. The walk sponsorship site
17
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Karim Compo (on the left), son of Sarah
Compo and husband Souleymane.
Ella Goldwater, born 23 July, first
child of Lee and Sophie,
great-great-niece of Diane Paul

Joshua born 8 Dec 2017 to Jessica &
Jamie Feller, a brother for Isaac and
grandson for Lynne & Ivor Nathan
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Ezra Taberham (on the right), son Paul
Taberham and Noelle
Both grandchildren of Jane Vigon

Jacob Jonathan Talalay, first great
grandchild for
Judi and Malcolm Jayson
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Josiah Reuben Corio was born on 7 March to
Sam and Alec and big brother Nathaniel

Oscar Bruno Mort, son of Dan
and Rachel,
grandson of David Mort.
Born 16 April

Poppy (on the left) and Annabelle (on
the right), daughters of David and Emily
Hamlet. Born 14 February.

and
Mazal Tov to Avi
15
Lewis married on
ce.
July 2018 in Fran
Jana and Mike
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F

lora Menorah, hosted by
				 Jane and Andrew Pal

Refreshments, good
company and beautiful
planting were all on offer at
the Pal's in late July.
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Teshuvah in a
Reform Context
Steve Moritz

We have arrived at that time of year where we are preYamim Noraim and so we start to think about the High
Holy Days and how they may affect our lives.
I am trying this year to re-evaluate many aspects of my
life and to see where all the parts of it fit together. This
includes my work, family and relationships to others
and to my community. I hope this may help others who
struggle with the true meaning of Teshuvah. I am often
struck by the sheer magnitude of this task and also by
the private nature of it as, I suppose, are many others.
So: how to go about it?
Firstly, my work: have I made time to skill myself and
provide the best service possible to others? Have I
treated people fairly and really understood their needs
and the place that they are coming from? If I have been
selfish in all this I need to admit it to myself and try and
stop this behaviour. Then if I understand my failings –
can I improve?
Secondly, my family: have I really helped people in my
family and been true to them in the best way? If not, can
I help them more and how do I include them in my life
in the right way and show them that I truly care about
them? I believe that this is not an easy exercise for many
of us and it requires a degree of humility and effort to
make this happen, but it is definitely achievable and the
rewards are there to be had.

Thirdly, my religion and my community: I am known
as being a bit spiky here and I admit to it. How to talk
about this is not easy. Whereas I pretty much accepted
Torah and Judaism as a prescriptive approach to a lot
of the problems of life and had a blind faith when I was
younger, it is more difficult to approach this subject as a
mature adult.
I am not a practising Jew in the full sense of the Orthodox
interpretation of what it is to be a Jew. But then I see
Reform as being a clearly different kettle of fish to the
Orthodox and I do not always see where we draw up our
lines of differences. If we had a book like the Guide to
the Perplexed for Reform Jews we could perhaps make
a clearer distinction.
I am good at explaining Judaism and its peculiarities
to non- Jews and I do this almost weekly. I do not
aspire to be a better Jew than anyone else, just one
who has reconciled himself to his own relationship with
this religion that so many do not fully understand and
comment on from a position of ignorance.
As for my relationship with my community, I can only
try to deal with this as it happens as we live in an everchanging world and we need to be able to respond to
these changes as they happen. I have yet to tackle this
one properly but I live in hope.
I would like to start a group within the Reform community
that seeks explanations and suggests improvements to
our lives as I believe that this would help everyone with
Teshuvah. If you are interested please let me know and
I will see what I can arrange.
[ed: You may also be interested in Shabbat Study Circle,
on 8 September - see calendar]

Act 2: Drama matters			

Muriel Cohen

What on earth do they get up to, these people that gather regularly in the library on Thursday
mornings, make a lot of noise then disappear ‘til the next time? You may well ask!
It all started when Leila Glancy, who
has directed every kind of theatrical
event, was asked to provide an
evening entertainment in our newish shul. Various very experienced
players were enlisted and, in the
afterglow of a very successful
evening, the idea was born that
we should carry this forward and
meet regularly to enjoy whatever
we found that sprang from our love
of theatre. What started as a single
evening performance has grown
over the past five years into a club
where the only qualification for
joining in is … love of the spoken
word.
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We have given rehearsed readings
of the work of the most celebrated
dramatists, including Arthur Miller,
Alan Bennett and, most recently,
Jack Rosenthal. These readings are
polished performances – without
the trial of having to learn lines! We
have been in turn left speechless
with emotion and breathless with
laughter – and no-one goes away
unmoved.
These
performances
are
interspersed with mornings when
members have researched their
own material on a subject about
which they feel strongly, and the
rest of us learn about an area

hitherto unknown. The results are
always interesting and, sometimes,
exhilarating. There is friendship
and laughter in abundance on our
Thursday mornings!
We have a group of people with
such diverse talents, some whose
work has been published, some
whose performances previously
have been presented only to their
reflection in the mirror at home but,
it is true to say, all of us appreciate
and enjoy each other’s offerings.
Here’s an invitation: come and
see for yourself – you will be so
welcome!
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Menorah Book Club

Gita Conn

“Why don’t we have a Book Club?” asked a participant
at a meeting for new Menorah members back in the
seventies. The response from the then Rabbi, Mickey
Boyden was a typically Jewish one...answering a
question with another question. “Why not start one?” he
countered.

Jews are not called ‘The People of the Book’ for nothing.
Faithful members of Menorah’s club were remembered
by Judith. ..some, alas, no longer with us. Muriel and
Mark Cohen, Thea Hurst, Ros Eirew, Lawrence Shields
and Margaret Rose who, assisted, by Thea and Ros,
after many successful years, handed over to Yours Truly.

The baton – or book! – was picked up by a literature teacher
Little has changed since those days. We boast a loyal,
called Judith Horsfield, a friend of Joceline Schneiden
diverse following of both sexes, meet at Menorah and
who put me on the trail of the history of Menorah’s Book
rely on our members to choose and introduce the books.
Club which has continued, apparently without a break,
In Margaret’s time, outside speakers were sometimes
ever since those days. Judith, who has since left Menorah
invited. Occasionally, Menorah member, the late, much
(and, incidentally, the
loved Evelyn Rose
‘tribe’ after re-marrying
would occupy the chair
her
ex-husband
to “keep the discussion
15
Oct:
East
West
Street
by
Philippe
Sands,
and
converting
to
under control”.
introduced by Hilary Thomas
Anglicanism. She is 		
very happy, doesn’t
Menorah’s group is
19 Nov:
Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine by very informal. No-one
mind my revealing
Gail Honeyman,
this in Shofar and 		
feels obliged to have
introduced by Carol Shields
remembers Menorah 		
actually read the book
and its Book Club
of the day. If they are
He, She and It by Marge Piercy, 		
with affection). Back 17 Dec:
intrigued to read it,
introduced by Sue Stern
then, she told me, 		
someone is bound to
book clubs were quite
donate their copy. To
The Dovekeepers by Alice Hoffman,
rare, Menorah’s met 17 Jan:
help the slow readers
introduced by Kati Woodroffe
in people’s homes 		
or those who may be
and
refreshments
missing a session or
were “restricted so the
two, we decide on the
emphasis was on the discussion, not the food!"
books about six months in advance.
Book clubs are now phenomenally popular. There are
estimated to be about fifty thousand in the UK alone.
I suspect there are more. Everyone I know belongs to
at least one – some to two or even three. How many
of those are Jewish groups, I know not - but suspect a
fair few. Ever since – and long before - the days when
Shalom Aleichem toured the shtetls, mesmerising crowds
of Jews with his stories, we have loved to read, listen and
pore over the language and meaning of the texts.

A new idea is to forge a relationship with an Israeli book
club, Hooked on Books, (they read in English, not Hebrew)
to which Lucille Cohen belongs in Zichron Yaakov. Their
members vote on their appreciation of books, something
that we at Menorah may adopt and share.
We meet on the third Monday afternoon of each month
at 2.30 and would be delighted to welcome new readers.
Here is our forthcoming programme. Do come along.
We’d love to have you!

Two sweet litle jokes for
Rosh Hashanah...
Is putting a suffering female
sheep out of its misery
ewethanasia?
Is a cautious stinging insect
belonging to the Russian
secret service a cagey bee?
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Socrates and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Judy Bavin

Some weeks ago, twenty or so optimistic and pessimistic
people braved an infernal and internal temperature
of 30+ degrees to come to an ARK discussion on the
question of ‘what does it mean to live a good life?’
Philosophers, both theists and atheists have debated
this question for centuries, and it throws up as many
questions as answers, not the least of which is ‘what do
we mean by good?’ This reminded me of an observation
from one of my philosophy teachers who, when asked by
someone how to respond when annoying
friends ask ‘what do philosophers actually
do?’, is to say philosophers mainly ask two
questions: ‘what does it mean?’ and ‘how
do we know?’ Yes, that just about covers it!
Socrates was one of the first awkward
people to start asking these questions.
He believed that philosophy should ask
ordinary questions about people’s lives
and that what you think and feel about your
life has a direct impact on your physical
and mental health. Socrates wandered
around Athens dressed in an old piece of
sacking, striking up random conversations
with the public about what they believed
and what was important to them in life.
Then he would gently but persistently question them
about why they thought that way. Some people found
this rather irritating for some strange reason and in the
end Socrates was put on trial for impiety and forced to
drink hemlock, but personally, I’m a big fan. He said ‘The
Unexamined Life isn’t worth living’. That’s a mantra for
life that’ll do for me.
Fast forward a few thousand years, via the Stoics, the
Utilitarians, the Kantians and the Existentialists to name
but a few, and not forgetting, along the way, Sigmund
Freud and Carl Jung who also had one or two interesting
observations to make about taking care of our inner

ARK Needs
YOU!

Plans are currently underway for
the new term of ARK. Some of you
will remember that a few weeks ago
we changed the format slightly to
include more topics of an ethical
nature with a view to encouraging
more audience participation. The
first ‘new’ session was a fascinating
debate, led by Frank Vigon on
the subject of ‘what is beauty?’.
This was followed by Andrew
Pal leading a discussion on the
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psyche (psychotherapy is, apparently, Greek for taking
care of the soul) and we come to the currently fashionable
practice of CBT or cognitive behaviour therapy. CBT was
invented in the 1950s by Jewish American psychologists
Albert Ellis and Aaron Beck, both of whom were greatly
influenced by ancient Greek philosophy. Aaron Beck said
he was particularly interested in a saying by the Stoic
philosopher Epictetus who said: ‘Men are disturbed not
by things but by their opinions about them.’ There you
have CBT in a nutshell: if we can change
how we think about what happens to us,
we will feel better. CBT is now one of the
well established and proven (although
I know some of you may wish to argue
with me about that) treatments across the
western world for anxiety and depression.
How could the ancient Greeks possibly
have known that they would influence a
significant part of the British NHS?
One of the questions raised in our
discussion on this hot morning was one
which many Jews - and others of course ask when considering ‘what does it mean
to live a good life?’ How can anyone, who
lived through the Holocaust, who suffered
such appalling cruelty, deprivation and loss, possibly go
on to live a good and meaningful life? Some of us will
be familiar with the writing of Victor Frankl, the Austrian
neurologist and psychiatrist who survived the Holocaust
and wrote the book ‘Man’s search for meaning’. He said:
‘Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the
last of the human freedoms - to choose one’s attitude
in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own
way.’
I think Socrates, as he drank his hemlock, would have
agreed.

dilemmas posed by Brit Milah, and
then Judy Bavin talked about some
of the Greek philosophers, among
others, and their views on ‘what is a
good life?’. Interspersed with these
sessions were two book launches,
one by Hilary Thomas and the other
by Tamar Hodes. The final session
of the term was a look at the
interesting developments proposed
for the extension to the Jewish
Museum. At the final session of the
term, we asked regular attenders
to fill out a questionnaire asking
their reasons for attending ARK
and what they would like to see
in future. Most people said they

continued overleaf
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continued from page 23

enjoyed the social as well as the
educational aspect and that they
would like to retain a mixture of
stimulating speakers, interesting
discussion on both Jewish and
non-Jewish themes and also book
launches/reviews and maybe films.
So, with this in mind, I am setting
about the task of drawing up a
programme for next term. Luckily,
there is no shortage of people in our
community who are knowledgeable,
who have or have had fascinating

occupations, hobbies or interests
or who have undertaken projects
or voluntary work in a wide range
of different fields. And in the weeks
to come, I will be approaching them
with invitations to give a talk, lead a
discussion or maybe take part in an
interview or question and answer
session. I hope that these will be
interspersed with visiting speakers
and possibly films, too.
ARK has been a Menorah staple
for many years and most people
I talk to want it to continue. A lot

of work goes into planning and
arranging a varied and stimulating
programme but it needs YOUR
support and involvement if it is to
continue to flourish. Please do give
some thought to taking part in what
is a very enjoyable way to spend a
Sunday morning. And, for those of
you who have supported ARK in the
past but who maybe haven’t been
for a while, please come along,
learn something new, join in, have
a delicious bagel and coffee, meet
your friends and support this longstanding Menorah activity.

Watermelon and Yoghurt: Bulgarian salads
for long, hot summers

Writing in July, Steven Edwards from the Not-So-Dead Recipe Society looks at some refreshing ways to keep cool
and satisfy your taste buds during this summer of rising temperatures and endless sunshine. For those interested
in sharing their recipes and food memories please contact the recipe society at reciperevivals@menorah.org.uk
These are truly the ‘dog’ days of summer, when for the
first time in decades heat has become an unwelcome
guest and weather presenters look apologetic when they
forecast a week of unbroken sunshine. Memories of the
summer of ‘76 come flooding back, when the sun shone
and shone and shone, reservoirs dried up and Blue Peter
presenters instructed the nation on how much water an
average household consumed each day (too much).

An interesting off-shoot of this is Bulgarian Jewish
cuisine which sits on the fault line between the Sephardic
and Ashkenazi traditions. With Eastern, Western and
especially Southern influences, the dishes are redolent
of Greek, Turkish and Spanish cuisine. Jewish cooks
have also picked up the Bulgarian love of yoghurt for
adding texture and depth to their dishes – sometimes
mixed with a little olive oil for added richness.

Parents suddenly discovered their children had
surreptitiously put bricks in their toilet cisterns as
everyone strove to conserve water and standpipes shot
up on street corners. The heat was great, unless you had
to work in it.

I was reminded of this when we held a recipe revival
at Southport Synagogue on a freezing cold Shabbat in
March. One of the members brought in two Bulgarian
dishes that her Sephardi husband used to make.

Ice-cream sellers made fortunes and we suddenly
discovered the mysterious allure of the ice tray stuck
in that funny little corner at the top of our tiny fridges –
not much bigger than a hotel mini-bar. The government
even appointed a Minister for Drought! Thunderstorms
seemed to follow him wherever he roamed.
The big question was and still is what to eat in this
sweltering weather. The problem with most Ashkenazi
food is that it was conceived on the freezing steppes of
Eastern Europe. It’s a kind of kosher anti-freeze designed
to keep you going while your family flees from a band of
marauding Cossacks. It’s fuel for survival as you shiver
through another Siberian Winter.
So what happens to the menu when the mercury
threatens to burst through the top of the thermometer
and we try to cool down around the freezer cabinets at
our local supermarket? Simple: we switch to the sunny
side of Jewish cooking – the Sephardic tradition. Heat
is in the very soul of these dishes, laced with spices,
oozing with olive oil and blushing with tomatoes and
pomegranate molasses. It’s sunshine on a plate!
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The first is a watermelon and feta cheese salad, the
other a Bulgarian cucumber and walnut appetiser. Both
have strong overtones of Greek and Turkish influences,
pairing fruits with dairy and nuts to create something
both appetising and refreshing. The cucumber and
walnut appetizer has echoes of Smetana and Kaese but
with some Balkan twists provided by the addition of olive
oil and fresh dill to the yoghurt. The watermelon salad is
given some added zing by the addition of olive oil, cumin
and a handful of pumpkin seeds. Both are refreshing
and have that healthy kick that comes from combining
such wholesome and vibrant ingredients. No wonder
these dishes have now become the mainstay of Israeli
cooking. Each recipe serves four to six people. Enjoy!
For more about Bulgarian Jewish cuisine see Claudia
Roden’s The Book of Jewish Food. There is also an
informative piece The Bulgarian Jewish Kitchen at
https://reformjudaism.org/bulgarian-jewish-kitchen
On the next page are the recipes courtesy of Shelley
Yavetz from Southport Synagogue:
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Salad with Watermelon and Feta
Cheese:
30 ml/ 2 tablespoons extra virgin oil

Bulgarian Cucumber and Walnut
Appetizer (Sephardi Taratot – similar
to Greek Tsatsiki)

Juice of ½ lemon

1 large cucumber

5ml/1 tsp vinegar (or to taste)

3-5 garlic cloves, finely chopped

Sprinkling of fresh thyme

250ml/8 fl oz/1 cup sour cream

Pinch of ground cumin

250ml/8 fl oz/1 cup yoghurt (thick Greek or Bulgarian
sheeps milk yoghurt)

4 large slices of watermelon (chilled)

30-45ml/2-3 tblspns chopped fresh dill

1 frisée lettuce, core removed
130grm/ 4½ oz feta cheese (cut into bite-size pieces)
Handful of lightly-toasted pumpkin seeds
Handful of sunflower seeds

45-60ml/3-4 tblspns chopped walnuts
Salt to taste
Sprig of dill to garnish
Shelley’s husband added olive oil – optional

10-15 black olives

Method

Method
Pour extra virgin olive oil, lemon juice, vinegar into bowl
or jug. Add fresh thyme and ground cumin and whisk
until well combined. (Set aside)
Cut rind off watermelon and remove as many seeds as
possible. Cut flesh into triangular shaped chunks
Put lettuce leaves in a large bowl, pour over the dressing
and toss together

Using sharp knife, dice cucumber finely, leaving peel on
and place in a large mixing bowl
Add garlic, sour cream, yoghurt, dill and salt. Mix together
then cover
Chill in fridge until ready to serve
To serve, pour the chilled mixture into a serving bowl and
sprinkle with chopped walnuts. Garnish with sprig of dill

Arrange the dressed leaves on a large serving dish and
add watermelons chunks, feta cheese, pumpkin and
sunflower seeds and black olives
Serve immediately.

FROM POLAND TO
PARADISE LANE AND
OTHER JOURNEYS…
Diane Paul

When Hilary Thomas began
researching her family genealogy,
she never imagined it would open
up a whole new world of research
into local Jewish history. Like Topsy,
it ‘just grow’d’ and now Hilary has
launched her fourth book, a history
of the Blackburn Jewish Community.
‘From Poland to Paradise Lane and
other journeys’ contains a wealth of
valuable information on the Jewish
families who settled in Blackburn
and the surrounding areas of
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Accrington and Darwen in the late
19th and early 20th centuries.
Hilary’s
meticulous
research
details some fascinating people;
where they came from, their jobs,
their offspring, where they ended
up and the rocky history of the
synagogue they created for their
small community that was intended
to hold them all together.
‘It took me nearly two years to
complete,’ said Hilary at Menorah
in June, when she talked to an
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appreciative ARK audience
that included descendants
of some of the families. Help
with the book came from
Robert Shields, who devised
the layout and front cover.

and language therapist and
worked at a clinic in Bolton..
How did she acquire her
interest in Jewish community
history?

‘It began as a result of
researching my own family
in 2008. It has become
something of an obsession.
My first book in 2012,
‘An Industrious Minority:
a history of the Bolton
Jewish community’, was coauthored with John Cowell.
Two years later I published
‘From Wolkowisk to Wallgate
and other Journeys’, about
the Jews of Wigan, which
won the Bernard Susser
Prize and was runner(left to right): relatives of Blackburn’s former Jewish community,
meet up at Menorah: Vikki Mercer (nee Rose) great-granddaughter
up of the Alan Ball Local
of David Rozensen/Rozene; his grandson and Vikki’s father, Len
History Award; and in 2016,
Rose; Ruth Levy (nee Leigh), great-granddaughter of David Blain/
I published ‘From Riga
Chwoinik; David’s nephew, Raymond Blain.
to Rock Street and other
The first recorded Jewish
Journeys: a History of the
birth took place in 1839
Oldham Jewish Community,’
from
whom
he
may
have
taken
over
but it was the 1890s before
she said.
the
business.
a proper Jewish community had
formed and saw the establishment ‘The well-known cookery guru,
Why did she decide to write the
of the synagogue in 1893, the Evelyn Rose was David Blain’s books? ‘I concentrated on small
nearest being in Manchester, 25 granddaughter and her brother, communities that were no longer
miles away. A burial ground was a Prestwich dentist, was also around. I was writing their stories
consecrated in 1900 and a Mikvah called David Blain, as was my from birth to death. It is important that
established in 1904. With the help late brother,’ said Raymond. Their they are not forgotten and to show
of William Aronsberg JP and the original surname had been Chwoinik that the Jewish people there made a
Chief Rabbi, Dr Hermann Adler, and they hailed from Belarus. In contribution to the life of the towns.
part of the old Technical College in 1948, Evelyn married Myer Rose, But my book on Blackburn is my
Paradise Lane was acquired and the grandson of Charles David swansong,’ she told me. ‘I am now
transformed into the Blackburn Rozenson, another founder member writing a history of the Manchester
Hebrew Congregation, with William of the synagogue. Also at the talk Jewish Rep Council, which will
Aronsberg as Life President.
was Ruth Levy the granddaughter celebrate its centenary in 2019.’
David Blain, an ardent Zionist, of David Blain’s eldest child, Leah Hilary married Tony Thomas
played a major part in the running along with several other descendants in 1966. They have two sons and
of the Synagogue. The Blains were of Blackburn’s Jewish residents.
‘one delicious grandson’. The couple
As Blackburn was an oldestablished textile town,
‘the weaving capital of the
world’, it’s no surprise that
it
attracted
immigrants
looking for work in the
trade, especially tailors and
seamstresses. Occupations
of the Jewish residents are
listed in an Appendix. It
includes: 13 each of market
traders, picture framers/
carvers and gilders; 10 each
of doctors and drapers; 8
hawkers; one furrier - but 108
tailors/pressers/machinists
and buttonholers!

one of the founding families. David’s
nephew Raymond Blain, now in his
80s and living in Ashton-under-Lyne
was at the talk: ‘My father, Joseph
Benedict Blain died in Hanley,
Stoke-on-Trent, aged 79 when I
was 14 years old. Sadly, I have few
memories of his speaking of the
family or even where he lived before
settling in Hanley and practising as
a dentist. We never knew how he
came to adopt the name of Blain but
it’s likely that Hilary’s suggestion is
correct.’ Hilary refers to a Blackburn
money lender, Mrs Blain, for whom
David Blain may have worked and
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Whether you knew them or not, the
book is a fascinating read about the
lives of previous generations and
who knows what connections can be
found in its pages. The synagogue
transferred to Clayton Street in 1919.
By the 1970s, the Jewish community
had gone. Many of the families had
moved on, mostly to Manchester,
London or Liverpool, or overseas
to the United States, Australia and
other far-flung destinations. The
oldest remaining Jewish resident is
Renee Rachel Black, now in her 90s.
Hilary, a former Stand Grammar
School pupil, qualified as a speech

joined Menorah in 1975 and she
has played an active role in the
synagogue since 1984, as Hon
Secretary, Treasurer and Chairman.
‘I retired from the Board in 2016 but
am still involved in running the care
group.’

As a result of an interview Hilary gave
to the Lancashire Telegraph on 12
June, 20 books at Blackburn Museum
and library shops sold out within 24
hours. Copies are now available
price £8.50, at the Menorah shop, the
Manchester Jewish Museum or from
hiltone@talktalk.net
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Rosh Hashanah
Greetings 2018

Best wishes for a Happy, Healthy and Sweet
Rosh HaShanah to Menorah members from
your Administration and Caretaking Staff: Sue,
Gail, Keren, Ronnie, Stephen and Mebtom.
Laura, Mark and David Barley together with Adrian and Avril Cohen wish all our
friends at Menorah a Happy New Year.
Lisa and Ulla Barrett wish all at Menorah a happy, healthy and peaceful New Year.
Gita Conn, with Raphael, wishes all their Menorah friends a happy and healthy New
Year.
Wishing all in the Menorah community Shana Tova, and a sweet, happy and healthy
new year. Sharon & Gary Copitch

To all friends at Menorah, Shanah Tova. May you be inscribed for a good year. Brenda
Freedland.
Love to all my family and friends and a happy and healthy new year from Sheila
Freedman.
Wishing all at Menorah Chag Sameach and well over the fast. From Sophie Harari
and all at Sophie’s Kitchen.
May I wish everyone at Menorah a very sweet New Year and well over the fast.
Barbara Jacques.
Lynne & Ivor Nathan wish all our friends Shana Tova and a happy healthy and
peaceful 5779
We wish all our friends a happy and healthy New Year. Jane and Andrew Pal.
Wishing our Menorah friends Shana Tovah Umetukah and well over the Fast. Gillian &
Ivor Rowe & family xx
Gail and Harry Royce wish their relatives, friends and colleagues at Menorah a happy,
healthy and peaceful New Year.
Joceline Schnieden wishes all her friends at Menorah a Happy and Healthy New Year
and well over the the Fast.
Best wishes to all our friends at Menorah for a happy, healthy and peaceful New Year
- Carol and Robert Shields
Shana Tovah to all at Menorah. May we all have a peaceful and healthy year. Kati
Woodroffe
Judy and Jack Zussman wish all at Menorah a good new year
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Menorah Calendar

full listings at www.menorah.org.uk/calendar
Regular dates:

Wed 19 | 10 Tishri

Shabbat Morning Service: 10.30am
Cheder: Sun 10am
Adult Education Ulpan: Mon 10.30am
Choir: Mon 8pm

10.30am Yom Kippur morning service: Exodus
33:12-34:9, Leviticus 19:1-18, Isaiah 57:1458:14
1pm Sermon & study session
3pm Musaf
4.30pm Minchah
6pm Yizkor
6.45pm Neilah
8.04pm Fast ends

August
Fri 31

6.30pm Erev Shabbat Service & Chavurah
Supper at the home of Jennie & Simon
Ferrario in Gatley.

September

Sat 22 | 13 Tishri
10.30am Shabbat morning service. Ha’azinu.
Deuteronomy 32:30-43, Samuel 22:1-51

Sat 1 | 21 Elul
10.30am Shabbat Morning Service, Ki Tavo.
Deuteronomy 28:58-29:5, Isaiah 60:1-22
11am Shabbatots
9pm Selichot Service at Jackson’s Row

Sun 23 6.30pm Erev Sukkot service
Mon 24 | 15 Tishri
10.30am Sukkot morning service: Leviticus
23:39-44; Deuteronomy 28:1-6, 1 Kings 8:2230, 41-43

Mon 3 7.30pm Israeli Dancing
Wed 5 7.30pm Access: Introduction to the course &
Tishrei festivals (Part I).
Thu 6

1.45pm Opera @ Menorah – Lohengrin:
Wagner

Wed 26 7.30pm Siddur Hebrew: beginners & improvers
7.30pm Modern Hebrew: beginners
8.30pm Access - Introduction to Torah

Fri 7

6.30pm Erev Shabbat Service at Menorah

Fri 28

Sat 8 | 29 Elul
10.30am Shabbat Morning Service. Nitzavim.
Deuteronomy 30:1-14, Isaiah 61:10-63:9
11.30am Q&A Shabbat
1pm Shabbat Study Circle: Leading up to the
High Holy Days, where does the buck stop?
Sun 9 6.30pm Erev Rosh Hashanah
Mon 10 | 1 Tishri 5779
10.30am Rosh Hashanah morning service.
Genesis 22:1-19, Deuteronomy 29:9-14, Isiah
55:1-13
4pm Tashlich Ceremony, Micker Brook corner
of Broadway & Wilmslow Road

Sat 29 | 20 Tishri
10.30am Shabbat morning service. Shabbat
Chol Ha-mo’ed. Deuteronomy 8:1-18,
Deuteronomy 16:13-17, Ecclesiastes 1:1-18
11am Shabbatots
Sun 30 6.30pm Erev Sh’mini Atzeret/Simchat Torah
service with children’s activities
October
Mon 1 | 22 Tishri
10.30am Sh’mini Atzeret/Simchat Torah
morning service. Deuteronomy 34:1-12,
Genesis 1:1-2:3, Joshua 1:1-9. Chatan Torah
& Kallat Bereshit to be announced.

Wed 12 7.30pm Access: Tishrei festivals (Part II).
Thu 13 7.30pm Choir rehearsal
Fri 14

6.30pm Erev Shabbat Service – Shabbat
Yachdav. Service & chavurah supper at
Menorah.

Sat 15 | 6 Tishri
9.30am Torah Breakfast
10.30am Shabbat Shuva morning service: Vayeilech; Deuteronomy 31:14-24, Hosea 14:2;
Micah 7:18-20 & Joel 2:15-16
Tue 18 7pm Kol Nidrei (Fast starts 7.02pm)

6.30pm Erev Shabbat Service & Chavurah
Supper at the home of Ann Angel & Paul Fertig
in Altrincham.

Wed 3 7.30pm Siddur Hebrew: beginners & improvers
7.30pm Modern Hebrew: beginners
8.30pm Access ~ The Jewish bookshelf
Sat 6 | 27 Tishri
10.30am Shabbat morning service. Bereishit.
Genesis 2:4-25, Isaiah 42:5-43:10. Belssing for
Cheshvan
11.00am Shabbatots
Sun 7 3pm Personal Shopping Event (see back
cover)
Mon 8 1pm M@M Lunch with Games.
7.30pm Israeli Dancing
Tue 9

28

7.45pm Film Club: El Gusto.
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Wed 10 7.30pm Siddur Hebrew: beginners & improvers
7.30pm Modern Hebrew: beginners
8.30pm Access - The synagogue
Thu 11 1.45pm Opera @ Menorah - Samson et Dalila
by Saint-Saëns.
Fri 12

6.30pm Erev Shabbat Service – Shabbat
Yachdav service & chavurah supper at
Menorah.

Sat 13 | 4 Cheshvan
10.30am Shabbat morning service. Noach.
Genesis 6:9-7:5, Isaiah 24:1-23
11.00am Shabbatots
11.30am Q&A Shabbat
1pm Shabbat Study Circle: Noah – just how
righteous was he?
Mon 15 2.30pm M@M Book Club: East West Street by
Philippe Sands, introduced by Hilary Thomas
7.30pm Israeli Dancing
8pm Choir rehearsals restart
Tue 16 7.30pm Exploring Truth (at The Elizabeth
Gaskell House): Run by Menorah & Jackson’s
Row, under the guidance of Rabbi Robyn
Ashworth-Steen & Rabbi Fabian Sborovsky.
Wed 17 7.30pm Siddur Hebrew: beginners & improvers
7.30pm Modern Hebrew: beginners
8.30pm Access - Reform Judaism: an
introduction
Sat 20 | 11 Cheshvan
9.30am Torah Breakfast
10.30am Shabbat morning service. Lech L’cha.
Genesis12:1-20, Isaiah 43:11-21
11am Shabbatots
Mon 22 2.15pm M@M Discussion
7.30pm Israeli Dancing
Tue 23 7.30pm Exploring Truth (at The Elizabeth
Gaskell House)
Fri 26

6.30pm Erev Shabbat service & Chavurah
Supper at the home of Sharon & Gary Copitch
in Cheadle.

Sat 27 | 18 Cheshvan
10.30am Shabbat morning service. Va’yeira.
Genesis 18:1-19; 2 Kings 4:8-37
11am Shabbatots
Sun 28 11am ARK: Ed Horwich will speak about the
Jewish Small Communities Network (JSCN).
Mon 29 7.30pm Israeli Dancing

10.30am Shabbat morning service. Chayyei
Sarah. Genesis 23:1-20, Proverbs 31:10-31.
Blessing for Kislev
11am Shabbatots
Mon 5 1pm M@M Lunch with Games
7.30pm Israeli Dancing
Tue 6

7.45pm Film Club Somewhere in Europe

Wed 7 7.30pm Siddur Hebrew: beginners & improvers
7.30pm Modern Hebrew: beginners
8.30pm Access ~ Tefillah (Prayer) (Part I)
Sat 10 | 2 Kislev
10.30am Shabbat morning service. Tol’dot.
Genesis 25:19-26:5, Joshua 4:1-14
11am Shabbatots
11.30am Q&A Shabbat
1pm Shabbat Study Circle: The second
paragraph of the Shema.
Mon 12 2.15pm M@M Discussion
7.30pm Israeli Dancing
Tue 13 7.30pm Exploring Truth (at The Elizabeth
Gaskell House)
Wed 14 7.30pm Siddur Hebrew: beginners & improvers
7.30pm Modern Hebrew: beginners
8.30pm Access - Tefillah (Prayer) (Part II)
Sat 17 | 9 Kislev
9.30am Torah Breakfast
10.30am Shabbat morning service. Va-yeitzei.
Genesis 28:10-29:11, Joshua 4:1-14
11am Shabbatots
Mon 19 2.30pm M@M: Book Club
7.30pm Israeli Dancing
Wed 21 7.30pm Siddur Hebrew: beginners & improvers
7.30pm Modern Hebrew: beginners
8.30pm Access - Chanukah
Sat 24 | 16 Kislev
10.30am Shabbat morning service. Va-yishlach.
Genesis 32:4-30, Obadian 1: 1-21
11am Shabbatots
Mon 26 7.30pm Israeli Dancing
Wed 28 7.30pm Siddur Hebrew: beginners & improvers
7.30pm Modern Hebrew: beginners
8.30pm Access - Creating a Jewish home
Fri 30

6.30pm Erev Shabbat Service & Chavurah
Supper at the home of Anna & David Werner in
Bolton.

Tue 30 7.30pm Exploring Truth (at The Elizabeth
Gaskell House)

December

Wed 31 7.30pm Siddur Hebrew: beginners & improvers
7.30pm Modern Hebrew: beginners
8.30pm Access - Shabbat (Sabbath)

10.30am Shabbat morning service. Va-yeishev.
Genesis 37:1-22. Amos 2:6-3:8
11am Shabbatots

November
Thu 1

1.45pm Opera @ Menorah. Incoronazione di
Poppea by Monteverdi.

Sat 3 | 25 Cheshvan
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Sat 1 | 23 Kislev

Sun 2 First night Chanukah
Mon 3 1pm M@M: Lunch with Games.
7.30pm Israeli Dancing
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AROUND AND ABOUT
MAZAL TOV

Births
Ella Goldwater, a daughter for Lee and Sophie. A third grandchild for Robert and Larry
Goldwater and a first grandchild for Alison and Charlie Blount.

B'nei Mitzvah
Harrison Mason

Marriages
Michael Stratton and Alexandra Lever
Michael Herz and Saima Ahmed

A Warm Welcome to new members
Jonathan and Deborah Cohen, Deborah Talmi, Pippa Dorey

Best Wishes for a speedy recovery to:
Norma Noar, Deborah Cohen, Carolyn Minkes, Enid Denton, Georgina Gorodkin, Harvey
Manson, Richard Stern, Jeff Sutton and Franklyn Demmy

Deaths Heartfelt condolences to:
David and Sheila Silver and Natalie and Dahlia Morris on the death of their daughter and
mother Susan Hood

Memorial Offerings received up to 6 August
Thanks to:
Maurice Almond, Susan Barsky, Marjorie Berman, Michael Black, Margaret and Michael
Fabian, Gisela Feldman, Diana Flacks, Constance Fox, Golda Gibson, Leila Glancy, Marion
Inerfield, Stuart Jackson, Shirley Levy, Gersh and Lys Lipshen, Ian Loofe, Pauline Mclelland,
Francine Mitchell, Miriam Moritz, David Rabin, Hans and Adele Rose, Hilary Ross, Reuben
and Judith Saffer, Vivian Schick, Joceline Schnieden, David Shafer, Alan Silman, Barbara
Silverstone, Pauline Simon, Michele Sutton, Norman Swerling, Stephen and Joan Waldek,
Kati Woodroffe, Pamela Woolf and Jack and Judy Zussman		

Kiddush Sponsors our thanks to:
Louisa Mason
David and Mary Cotton
Felipe Varela and Anna Varela Raynes
Michael Herz and Saima Ahmed
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MIDBAR ISLAND DISCS
David Mort interviews...Jane Blank
What are your earliest musical memories, Jane?
My Mother loved to sing and she played the piano by
ear or, as I said as a little girl, “with no music”! She filled
the house with song but, sadly, her sweet voice was not
something I inherited. Each night, as she put me to bed,
she sang me a lullaby, which is my first selection. It was
Scarlet Ribbons by Harry Belafonte.
Clearly you were close to your mother. Did she ever sing
in public?
I remember her entering a talent show whilst we were
on holiday in Pwllheli; she chose to sing Evergreen by
Barbra Streisand. My mother, a normally shy lady, came
alive on stage and held her audience. I was amazed and
so proud - she won second prize too!
I’m sure that she was just as proud as you! So, what’s the
third piece you’ve
chosen, Jane?
It’s a tune from
the
Shabbat
morning
service,
Oseh
Shalom
Bimromav.
I
remembered this
from my early days
at Menorah and
found it so moving
and warming, and it
gave me a sense of
belonging.
I believe that you’re
a fan of Céline
Dion, as was my
own dear wife. Is
there any song by
her that you particularly like?
Yes, my first date with my future husband Mike was to
see the film Titanic and the theme – My heart will go
on - always reminds me of that night, even though Mike
described the film as corny and predictable (the ship
sank!).
All your choices so far have been slow, quite serious
songs, but I sense that you have a fun side to your
personality, too! Do you agree?
Well, Mike and his close friend were dedicated fans of
Monty Python and they would recite the scripts word for
word – perfect for holiday entertainment! I especially
liked their version of what is perhaps the most famous
Python song, Always look on the bright side of life.
Ah! the triumph of optimism over reality. But moving
swiftly on, as they say, what’s next on your list?
It’s the duet from the Pearl Fishers, sung by Jussi
Bjorling and Robert Merrill. It brings back memories of
31

happy times spent
at the Bridgewater
Hall. I enjoy many
types of music,
especially
live
concerts – Tina
Turner at Longleat
with
friends;
Céline Dion, Sting and Paul Simon – to name just a few.
What’s your next choice, Jane? Another upbeat tune,
maybe?
Not really, David! It’s the theme from Inspector Morse,
composed by Barrington Pheloung. This reminds me of
happy times I spent with Mike in Oxford, which is one of
my favourite places to visit.
Now we come to your penultimate selection, Jane.
What’s it to be?
It’s Psalm 121 – Esa
Einai - My comfort
and my hope. The
words have carried
me thought some
of my darkest days
and I never feel
alone when I remind
myself of these
words.
So far, I have had
an interesting life,
lots of highs and
some lows too but I
wouldn’t change the
path I have taken.
Life’s journey takes
on many twists and
turns and we make choices along the way and hope
that they are the right ones. I have wonderful friends at
Menorah and in other areas of my life. In giving I find you
receive so much more.
I heard “Dance me to the end of time” read by John
Blaskey at Menorah. Later l looked this up and the tune
and dances, sung by Leonard Cohen, reminded me of
such happy times I have had.
Thanks for sharing your thoughts and music with us,
Jane. I have just one final question: what luxury item
would you choose to have on your desert island?
My luxury items would be my hair-styling brush – so that
I can always keep my hair in place - and the omnibus
edition of Inspector Morse by Colin Dexter.
Well, strictly speaking, you’re allowed only one but,
seeing that it’s you, I’m sure that we can stretch a point!
Thank you, Jane, for sharing your very personal thoughts
and memories with us.
SHOFAR Tishri to Kislev 5779

Jane Blank
Health and Social Care Consultant

jane.blank@hotmail.co.uk
•
•
•
•
•

0161 491 0452

Nursing home funding and placements
Direct Payments
Attendance Allowance and other welfare
benefits
Continuing healthcare funding
Mental Capacity Act 2005:
o Best interests
o Court of Protection advice
o Lasting Power of Attorney
o Financial and Welfare Deputyships

With over 30 years’ experience I am ideally
placed to support and advise on all
aspects of social and nursing care for
you and your family members.
Working with a small caseload I offer
the individual service you are
looking for: professional,
confidential with a reputation
for compassion and
customer satisfaction.
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Food 1st...
Executive Catering Services
Caroline E. Gottlieb L.H.C.I.M.A.

Unique gourmet food,
to make your simcha
extra special
Telephone: 0161 904 7716
Mobile: 07944 804371
Email: caroline@lga.uk.com

l
t
e
u
r
a
s
G
Monumental Masons
Family run business est. over 100 years
28 Stockport Road, Cheadle
Cheshire SK8 2AA
Tel/Fax 0161 428 8641
Email: info@gaulters.co.uk
Memorials - Inscriptions - Renovations
www.gaulterscheadle.co.uk
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Rabbi:

Rabbi Fabian Sborovsky
rabbi@menorah.org.uk

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Chair:		
David Rabin
chair@menorah.org.uk
Hon Treasurer:

Adam Ormrod

Hon Treasurer
(subscriptions)

Lawrence Kershaw

Hon Secretary:

Jeffrey Krell

DIRECTORS:

Alex Masidlover (Security)

Ann Angel

Mark Mitchell

Jane Blank

Reuben Saffer,

Emily Carp

Ian Weinstock (IT)

Robert Cline (Rituals and Practices)

REP: BOARD OF DEPUTIES:
Robert Shields, Bobby Garson

David Cotton
Simon Jacobs (Human Resources)
Robert Kletz (Volunteering)
Cathy Knowles

A- Z

REP: MANCHESTER JEWISH
REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL:
Eve Davidson, Jane Blank

OF MENORAH

Act II

Dance (Israeli)

Opera Appreciation

Ann Angel 0161 941 4954
adulted@menorah.org.uk

Film club

Outreach

ARK

Flora menorah

Leila Glancy, act2@menorah.org.uk

Adult education

Sharon Copitch
dance@menorah.org.uk
Judith Gordon, film@menorah.org.uk

Judy Bavin, ark@menorah.org.uk

Arts

Vicki Garson, arts@menorah.org.uk

Bar/Bat Mitzvah secretary
Stephen Waldeck
bnei@menorah.org.uk

Yvonne Singer
yvonne@menorah.org.uk

Hebrew speaking circle

Gita Conn, bookclub@menorah.org.uk

Eve Davidson
outreach@menorah.org.uk

Ritual and Practice

Paul Fertig, ritual@menorah.org.uk

Security

Cathy Knowles
hebrewcircle@menorah.org.uk

Alex Masidlover, secutiry@menorah.
org.uk

Holocaust Study Day

Shabbat Study Circle

Eric Roth, hsd@menorah.org.uk

Book club

Gita Conn
opera@menorah.org.uk

Kiddush rota

Eve Davidson, Brenda Freedland
Shabbat@menorah.org.uk

Muriel Cohen
kiddush@menorah.org.uk

Shofar

L'chaim

Singing (Chavuarat Zemer)

Hilary Thomas, Bobby Garson
Helen Lister, care@menorah.org.uk

Legacy scheme

Social committee

Chavurah suppers

Library

Burial procedures and
Cemetery
David Rabin

Andrew Pal, lchaim@menorah.org.uk

Care group

Sharon Copitch
fridaynights@menorah.org.uk

Jane Pal, library@menorah.org.uk

MAD

Shabbat Yachdav

Gary Copitch, mad@menorah.org.uk

Lorna Jacobs
yachdav@menorah.org.uk

M@M

Cheder

Joel Stokes, youth@menorah.org.uk

Choir

Marc Duschenes

Vicki Garson, Melissa Dorfman, Lynne
Nathan, Robert Shields

#Menorahfutures

Ruti Worrall, choir@menorah.org.uk

Baron Frankal
menorahfutures@menorah.org.uk

Shabbatots

Munchkins

Carol Lewis
Shabbatots@menorah.org.uk

Carolyn Harrison
munchkins@menorah.org.uk

Ben Colman, shofar@menorah.org.uk
Judith Saffer, judith@menorah.org.uk
Francine Mitchell,
social@menorah.org.uk

University liaison

David Cotton
university@menorah.org.uk

Walkers

Laura/Mark Barley
walkers@menorah.org.uk

Wardens rota

Andrew Grantham

Youth

youth@menorah.org.uk

Youth Shabbat

Jennie.ferrario@menorah.org.uk

Menorah Synagogue is a constituent of the
Movement for Reform Judaism
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SHANA TOVA

Wishing you all a happy, peaceful and safe new year from CST
CST works to give British Jewry the ability to lead

responses to antisemitic attacks or suspicious behaviour.

confident and safe lives, and we have never been better
prepared to support Britain’s vibrant Jewish community.

CST’s monitoring and analysis of antisemetism across the
UK has been as vital as ever since last Rosh Hashanah, and

As we move into a fresh new year, we reflect on the work

we have strengthened Jewish communal bonds with the

we have done over the last twelve months:

Police, government bodies, as well as other organisations
such as Facebook, The FA and interfaith organisations, all

Since last Rosh Hashanah, CST has protected over 600

of which impacts upon our lives and society.

communal buildings and over 1,000 events, from the large
AJEX Annual Remembrance Parade and public Chanukah

Since last Rosh Hashanah, CST has committed hundreds

candle lightings to small community events.

of hours in developing its volunteers. CST volunteers are
fitter, better informed and more skilled than ever before.

CST has managed a Home Office grant of £13.4 million,
subsidising commercial security guards for over 400

As we celebrate a new year, bringing both further

schools, synagogues and Jewish communal buildings

challenges and a thriving community, we ask you to join

across the UK. We are pleased to have secured another

us in helping to keep British Jewry safe and confident.

year of funding for our work.
Please volunteer; CST needs volunteers to protect
CST’s Security Enhancement Project has funded security

our Jewish community. Please report antisemitism or

equipment, such as CCTV systems, fencing and alarms

suspicious behaviour; if you experience antisemitism,

at hundreds of Jewish buildings across the country. This

such as verbal abuse, threats, graffiti or antisemitism on

project has committed and spent over £12 million to

social media, please report it to CST. Please consider

strengthen our community’s buildings against attack.

giving a donation to CST; all of our projects rely on
communal fundraising.

Since Rosh Hashanah last year, CST has monitored more
than 4,400 cameras at over 280 synagogues, communal

CST wishes you a Good Yom Tov and a happy, peaceful

buildings and schools across the UK, ensuring immediate

and safe year ahead.

www.cst.org.uk
Community Security Trust

@CST_UK

CSTmedia

National Emergency Number (24-hour) 0800 032 3263

Manchester (Northern Regional Off ice) 0161 792 6666
London (Head Off ice) 020 8457 9999

Community Security Trust is a registered charity in England and Wales (1042391) and Scotland (SC043612)

Menorah Synagogue
Sunday 7th October 2018 from 3pm to 6pm
Book online at www.menorah.org.uk
For more information telephone Francine Mitchell
07958 906617

